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How to create using only oppositions? And how 
to employ dichotomies to analyse certain modern 
phenomena that are already paradoxical, themselves 
full of dichotomies? These and further questions 
were examined in Palestinian artist Hazem Harb’s 
solo exhibition, The Invisible Landscape and 
Concrete Futures, at Salsali Private Museum in 
Dubai from March until June. A collaboration with 
Athr Gallery in Jeddah, the exhibition was curated 
by Lara Khaldi.

When thinking of landscapes, we normally 
imagine peaceful, bucolic scenes that invite the 
observer to bask in the beauty of nature. In his 
renderings, however, Harb challenges traditional 
modes of representation. In the collage series 
Archaeology of the Occupation, the artist layers 
images of bulky concrete blocks over the original 
landscape, thus creating a strong visual and 
emotional dichotomy between the warring natural 
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When now meets then
Palestinian artist Hazem Harb’s 

exhibition at Salsali Private 

Museum in Dubai explored 

landscapes and dichotomies

by Dr. Zoltán Somhegyi

and manmade elements. In this way, the viewer 
experiences a thought-provoking parallel between 
vision and physical experience: the strikingly 
unnatural concrete forms obscure the original 
photos of picturesque coastlines, just as a physical 
block obstructs the continuation of the discovery 
of the land when encountered during a walk. These 
imposed boundaries are unnatural in every way, 
alien to the landscape in their material, formal and 
aesthetic qualities.

In the series TAG, we again find the inspiring 
departure point of photographs arranged as 
a collage and doctored with alien geometric 
elements. Influenced by the prevalence of “tagging,” 
the practice of leaving spray-painted signatures 
on walls and buildings, Harb chose to take old 
photographs and disfigure them with abstract 
geometric designs – floating squares or straight-
edged blocks of colour.

The vintage black-and-white photographs, 
capturing figures as well as landscapes, created 
another dichotomy in conjunction with the 
contemporary forms that interrupt their continuity, 
contrasting temporal perspectives in a single frame. 
The overlapping and covering elements – pure, 
geometric shapes – connected the works from the 
TAG series both to the works in Archaeology of the 
Occupation, as well as to earlier bodies of Harb’s 
work, including his 2014 Al Baseera series, acrylic 
paintings on multiple canvases, in which he was 
investigating the essential aesthetic qualities of form 
and colour, departing from the re-interpretation of 
traditional Islamic geometric patterns.

In addition to these series, a large installation 
was also on view. This is not a Museum was a poetic 
reflection on the conversion of a family house in 
Jerusalem into a museum. The installation’s form 
was based on the original floor plan of the building. 
Components including a video, concrete blocks and 
a pillow were arranged to recreate its shape. Again, 
intriguing oppositions were created on a material 
level – between soft and hard, fragile and resistant 
– but also on the level of perception, between the 
spatial, three-dimensional elements and the time-
based video work. The installation investigated the 
metaphor of sleeping and awakening in connection 
with the historical and architectural perspectives of 
the building.

A fascinating exhibition, The Invisible 
Landscape and Concrete Futures examined 
sociocultural and political questions related to 
history and the present lived experience in a 
thought-provoking and engaging display. •

Hazem Harb, 2015
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Music in color
Asaad Arabi’s Return to Abstraction 

at Ayyam Gallery Dubai DIFC 

was a visual symphony
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At first, viewers were arrested in their tracks by the 
striking colours. Intense yellows, lush purples, vibrant 
reds and rich blues seemed to glow on Asaad Arabi’s 
canvasses at the DIFC branch of Ayyam Gallery 
in Dubai. His solo show, Return to Abstraction, 
showcased new work at the gallery throughout May 
and early June. The work may have been abstract, 
but these electrifying colours were not used simply 
for aesthetic reasons, nor were the compositions 
random. In fact, one of the most impressive features 
of Arabi’s work is that although each of the colours he 
uses stands out vividly on the canvas, they maintain 
a balance. No one shade succeeds in dominating the 
whole of the painting.

Due to the sharply defined colour blocks, some 
of Arabi’s paintings seem to have the quality of fabric, 
as if they were collages made by solid elements rather 
than paint. In other cases the different shades overlap 
one another in translucent veils. It is the overall 
harmony of the image that is the artist’s overall focus, 
not the competing parts that make it up.

This harmony is achieved by the careful 
composition of the elements, which derives from 
several influences on Arabi’s work. For some years 
now, he has executed his works using a multi-angle 
method – the canvas is placed horizontally on his 
table, instead of vertically at an easel, and he works 
on it from all sides. This gives his painted forms a 
polished finish.

The artist’s prudent attention to the proportions 
within the composition also comes from the 
experience accumulated during the time spent 
creating his previous body of works. Throughout his 
long career, Arabi has oscillated between figurative 
and abstract expression. After studying in his native 
Syria, he moved to Paris in the 1970s, where he 
experimented with lyrical abstraction. He then 
began creating portraits, producing, among others, 
a captivating series focusing on the iconic Egyptian 
singer Umm Kulthum.

Today, Arabi has not only mastered both figurative 
and non-figurative styles, but builds inspiring bridges 
between them. In his new works, which appeared 
at first sight to be non-representational, viewers 
gradually discerned figures, architectural forms and 
patterns. Arabi is unwilling to close doors, instead 
choosing to work on a new synthesis between styles.

What’s more, this synthesis is not only of 
artistic styles, but also of various art forms. Holding 
a doctorate from the Sorbonne, Arabi investigates the 
spiritual relationships between music, architecture 
and painting, both on a theoretical level in his writing 
and on a practical level in his artistic work. This 
explains why the observer can trace architectural 
components in the images, deriving from his 
formative years in Saida, Damascus and Paris, cities 
which often serve as sources of inspiration. The artist’s 
keen interest in music has also had a deep influence on 
his paintings. In both art forms, rhythm, proportions, 
stresses and tones are key to creating powerful work. 
In his powerful abstracts, Arabi seems to represent 
music in colours. •

Assad Arabi, Melodic Mirroring, 2014, 

Acrylic on Canvas, 162 × 130 cm


